Oxidation of exogenous carbohydrate during prolonged exercise: the effects of the carbohydrate type and its concentration.
We studied rates of exogenous carbohydrate (CHO) oxidation during 90 min of cycling exercise in trained cyclists exercising at 70% of maximal oxygen consumption (VO2max) when they ingested glucose, sucrose, or glucose polymer solutions at concentrations of 7.5%, 10% or 15%. Drinks were labelled with [U-14C]glucose or sucrose and were ingested at a rate of 100 ml.10 min-1. Rates of oxidation of the ingested CHO were calculated from the specific radio-activity of the labelled CHO, expired 14CO2 and carbon dioxide output (VCO2). Total CHO oxidation, determined from oxygen consumption and VCO2 was not influenced by CHO type or concentration. Gastric emptying (P = 0.01) and the rate of exogenous CHO oxidation (P = 0.028) was greatest for the glucose polymer solutions, and least for glucose. Although gastric emptying (P = 0.006) decreased with increasing CHO concentration, CHO delivery to the intestine and exogenous CHO oxidation increased linearly with increasing CHO concentration. The percentage of the CHO delivered to the intestine that was oxidized ranged from 30.0% for 7.5% CHO to 38.1% for 15% CHO. Our results indicated that the rate of gastric emptying for CHO was not controlled to provide a constant rate of energy delivery as is commonly believed and that factors subsequent to gastric emptying limit the rate of exogenous CHO oxidation from the ingested solution.